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DIRTY WORK

Inside Iran with the CIA
Countercoup: The Struggle for
the Control of Iran
By Kermit Roosevelt
McGraw Hill, $12.95

By Edward Gold
Countercoup is Kermit
Roosevelt's account of the joint
U.S.-British operation that
ousted Iran's Prime Minister,
Mohammed Mossadeq, and
restored the Shah to power in
1953. Roosevelt worked for the
CIA: his bosses were Allen
Dulles and Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles.
Between them, they successfully interposed themselves directly into the Iranian political
process, postponing the revolution by projecting American
power into the vacuum left by
the British.
Mossadeq rose to power in the
early "50s as the leader of a
broad-based coalition of religious and secular groups, which
since 1949 had resisted the
Shah's efforts to build a royal,
autocratic state.
The Shah appointed him
Prime Minister in 1951,
reportedly as a "safety valve,"
after massive rallies and strikes
made him fear for his throne.
Mossadeq promptly nationalized
the Anglo-Iranjan Oil Company
(now known as BP), demanded
civilian control of the army, and
forced the Shah out of active
politics. The Shah would be
The CIA helped overthrow Prime
allowed to reign, but not rule.
Ironically, Mossadeq's success ous and imminent," he said.
began to undermine his govern- "At this moment, time seems to
ment by late 1952. Without the favor the Russians and their unShah and the British to unite witting ally, Dr. Mossadeq."
them in a common hatred, eleAt least Roosevelt uses the
ments of the coalition found word "unwitting." Dulles refers
themselves at war with each oth- to Mossadeq simply as "that
er in what they falsely believed madman."
to be the post-Shah Iran.
Dulles approved the project,
The clerical wing of the Na- but Roosevelt left the meeting
tional Front, led by Ayatollah troubled. "On the one hand it
Kashani, left the front in early was good to have the project ap1953, accusing Mossadeq of be- proved," he writes. "On the
traying Islam. Many in the army other hand, this was a grave dewere alarmed that the govern- cision to have made. Surely it dement would turn to the Soviet served thorough examination,
Union, as were many in the bus- the closest consideration, someiness community.
where at the very highest level. It
had not received such thought at
Soviet threat?
this meeting. In fact, I was morSuddenly the British, who had ally certain that almost half of
been looking for just such an op- those present, if they had felt
ening for almost a year, moved free or had the courage to speak,
into action. Since no British in- would have opposed the undertelligence agents or oil company taking."
executives were left in Iran, they
Unfortunately, no one felt
contacted Roosevelt.
either that brave or that free.
"Their motivation was simply The coup is history, but Rooseto recover their oil concession," velt does offer a detailed blowRoosevelt writes. "We were not by-blow description of its unconcerned with that but with the folding.
obvious threat of Russian takeover." But he fails to specify Imagination.
what made the threat "obvious." During the operation, Roosevelt
Roosevelt hatched a plan, exercised some extraordinary
code-named AJAX, which John powers in the name of the U.S.
Foster Dulles approved at a fate- government. In a meeting with
ful meeting in June 1953. Allen the Shah, for instance, he inDulles was there, along with Sec- vented a telegram from Eisenretary of Defense Charles "En- hower, "since he had neglected
gine Charlie" Wilson and a host to send one."
He also instructed the U.S.
of deputy and under-secretaries
from the three executive depart- Ambassador to Iran, Loy Henderson, on what to say and what
ments involved.
At the meeting, Roosevelt not to say to Prime Minister
made his case for what he called Mossadeq.
When it was all over, the Shah
a "countercoup." "The Soviet
threat is indeed genuine, danger- toasted him and thanked him for

Minister Mossadeq (right, insert) and restore the Shah in 1953.
saving his throne. Roosevelt then
flew to London to brief Eden
and Churchill (the latter wished
he could have gone along). Then
he went to Washington to brief
Eisenhower and the Dulleses.
During this meeting, Rooseveli
remembers this scene: "One of
my audience seemed almost alarmingly enthusiastic. John Foster
Dulles was leaning back in his
chair. Despite his posture, he was
anything but sleepy. His eyes
were gleaming; he seemed to be
purring like a giant cat. Clearly
he was not only enjoying what
he was hearing, but my instincts*
told me he was planning as well."
Roosevelt warned the assembled that we should, never again
undertake such a thing without
the support of both the army
and the people. "But Foster
Dulles did not want to hear what
I was saying," he reports. "He
was still leaning back in his chair
with a catlike grin on his face.
Within weeks I was offered command of a Guatemalan undertaking already in preparation. A
quick check suggested that my
requirements were not likely to
be met. I declined the offer."
The mention of Guatemala on
the last page of the book is ironic. Both Guatemala and Iran lost
their civil governments in 195354 through the efforts of our
clandestine services. Both regimes, based on the army, brutally suppressed political opposition. Both depended on the West.
And in the last years, both
faced an outraged, armed populace. We know what happened in
Iran, but the pressurecooker is
still building in Guatemala.
President Jacobo Arbenz was

Guatemala's Mossadeq. As Alan
Riding puts it in a recent article
in the New York Times Sunday
Magazine, many State Department officials now lament,
"What we wouldn't give to have
an Arbenz now." Or a Mossadeq?
Although most of the details
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surrounding the operation have
leaked out before the publication
of Countercoup, the British are
still particularly sensitive about
their role. In fact, they were so
nervous about some references
in the book that they convinced
McGraw-Hill to withdraw the
book from circulation in September 1979, when it originally
appeared.
Citing "errors" in the manuscript, and supported by Roosevelt himself, British Petroleum
and British Intelligence demanded certain changes. The corrected version appeared this summer.
A close look at the text reveals
that all references to British personnel who approached Roosevelt and aided later in the operation are identified as members of
British Intelligence. In the first
version, they were identified as
employees of Anglo-Iranian.
Roosevelt says he was in error;
BP agrees. In the long view, the
difference may not be that important. The British government, after all, owns BP. Few
have the illusion that the two represent conflicting interests.
And no matter how you identify
them, the British do not deny
that their operatives acted "to
recover their oil concession."
They recovered most, but not
all of it. Our interests turned out
to be a little broader than Roosevelt's. BP recovered 40 percent
of its old monopoly, and American companies (the five
"sisters") also received a 40 percent chunk. Royal-Dutch Shell
received a 14 percent share, and
he French received six percent.
In order to quiet the objections of the smaller "independent" U.S. companies, Exxon,
Mobil, Texaco, Gulf, and Socal
doled out a small share of their
portion to a group of domestic
independents. The "sisters""killed two birds with one stone: the
independents had long objected \
to increased importation of foreign oil. Suddenly they were importers, too.
The "countercoup" in 1953 is
an excellent place to begin our
reassessment of our relationship
with Iran and much of the rest
of the world as well.
•
Edward Gold teaches at the University of Maryland.
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ARTeENnRTAINMENT
enough to satisfy the show's detractors; or all of the above.

Racist soap.

that manage to gel: screened.
A fortunate but less likely result would be if the media reexamined its attitudes towards
black participation before the
protests. It was reported in the
June 1 Los Angeles Times that

If you switch through Beulah
Land or—totally desperatewatch the whole thing, what you
will see, according to both its
producer and the coalition, is a
"soap." But in the eyes of the
coalition, it is still a racist soap.
Certain scenes have been changed or dropped. The watermelon
scene was rewritten as a fishing
scene, but, says the coalition,
with racist dialogue unamended.
The seduction scene that gives
birth to the hunchback has been
cut. The scene where the slaves
reject their freedom has been
changed. Now, they eagerly want
their freedom, but, as the script
has it, Georgia law prevents it.
(This last may reflect the input
of historians NBC defensively of the 1,540 members of the
hired as consultants. Still, one of Writers Guild of America
these, black Yale historian John (West) working on a weekly
Blassingame, stated that he basis in television, only four
would not recommend an en- were black.
Beulah Land has lit a spark
dorsement by the National Education Association.)
that will not soon go out. AlAn additional criticism from ready, in June, the anl-Beulah
the coalition, on top of the film's Land coalition gave birth to a
being degrading, is that it is psy- permanent Black Anti-Defamachologically and politically dan- tion Coalition with offices at
gerous. Commenting on the re- 1680 North Vine in Hollywood
maining objectionable scenes as (where it is, however, in serious
well as one where a young white need of funds). Its campaign
boy tells an adult black man, joins the protest of Asian Amer"You can't tell me what to do, icans against Charlie Chan and
I'm white!," independent black Fu Manchu, of Indians against
filmmaker St. Clair Bourne Hanta Yo, \f a multiracial comsays, "It is clear from these ex- munity again, t Fort Apache in a
amples that those responsible for mounting drive against racism in
Beulah Land fail to understand media.
what we mean by distorted and
The defenders of Beulah
dangerous images." The airing Land have tried to cast its atof the show, argues the coali- tackers as a "special interest
tion, could contribute to the group," a frequent brush-off of
kind of racial strife that surfaced minority protests these days.
recently in Miami. It notes that a But the really special interest
Boston station refused to air here is that $10 million and the
Freedom Road on the grounds profits it stands to produce.
that it was potential fuel for the
Nor have reactions to this latracial troubles of that city.
est commercial smear been conAs an entertainment, Beulah fined to blacks. As Harold RosLand may be forgotten a year enberg wrote in the L.A. Times
from now, except as a boring back in March, "My feeling,
rerun. In other areas, the fallout based on a reading of the shootmay be considerable.
ing script, is that Beulah Land
Blacks in the industry some- shouldn't be made since TV's
times yawn while listening to record in portraying blacks
tales of Hollywood "blacklist- already has a negative tilt. Exing" in the '50s. They know that cept for the Roots epics and a
throughout the industry's his- few other productions, TV's
tory, blacks who have objected depictions of blacks have not
to its racism have found them- been praiseworthy. There is litselves suddenly unemployable. tle on the books to balance an
Already, Gerber has labeled atypical portrayal that could
James McEachin, a black actor perpetuate harmful stereotypfrom the show's cast, a "trou- ing. What we don't need is a TV
blemaker" for his criticism of version of Gone With the
the script. Another form of re- Wind."
•
prisal is to declare themes in- Clyde Taylor writes a column
volving blacks "too difficult" on the screen for Black Coland so reduce the small number legian magazine.

Black actors
who protested
the original
script/ear
they could be
blacklisted.

TELEVISION

Soap opera of slavery
stirs public protest
By Clyde Taylor
A watershed in recent media
protest may he reached Oct. 7 if
NBC goes ahead with its plans to
air Beulah Land that evening.
Benlah Land is the §10 million,
six-hour plantation mini-series
Columbia made for NBC from a
novel blurbed as "Gone With
the Wind with sex." And because a black actor turned down
a part arid leaked the script,
Beulah Land has been hotly con
tested from mid-production right
up to air time.
This campaign against the
series has been led by the Coalition Against the Airing of
Beulah Land, spearheaded by
blacks in the TV industry but
also supported by individual actors and writers, three members
of Congress, the Beverly Hills
NAACP, the Mississippi Legislative Black Caucus and dozens
of organizations around the
country, including the Association of Asian/Pacific American
Artists and Women Against Violence Against Women,
The issues raised by this
throwback to yas'm media have
been aired in dozens of newspaper articles and television and
radio shows. Thousands of
blacks have written and phoned
local NBC affiliates demanding
that they refuse to pick up the
feed. Thousands also have signed petitions against the film,
promising to pass over products
sponsoring the show and alerting
prospective sponsors of that intent. And last May, when representatives of NBC affiliates met
in Los Angeles, they were greeted by a full page ad in The
Hollywood Reporter attacking
the forthcoming anti-epic.
By this, time, the coalition
had won a temporary victory of

sorts. NBC postponed its scheduled May air date, for one of
the following reasons: to give
protestors a chance to preview
the videotape and maybe change
their minds; to adjust to production delays; to allow time for the
opposition to cool itself out; or,
all of the above.
What made so many people so
angry? Excerpts from the script
widely circulated by the coalition
suggested a story heavily laced
with multiple murders, rapes and
suicides.

Examples.
The portrayal of race relations
under slavery showed blacks
who loved their mistresses so
much they just couldn't resist
raping them, slave women anxious to be bedded by their exploiters, and slaves so fond of
slavery that they refused freedom, or when they tasted it, returned happily to the old plantation. "Freedom?" one exclaimed. "Do that mean we gots to
leave Beulah Land?"
There was a scene where a
black woman simultaneously
nurses two infants, one black,
one white. Meanwhile, an older
mammy-figure cackles: "Y'all
see dat, Mars Leon? Dat zackly
like I done you two."
There was a watermelon-eating scene.
There was a scene of ambiguous and sensational lesbianism:
a slavewoman aims a gun at her
mistress-lover's husband to prevent him from raping her.
There was a scene where a
slave, after marrying a slavewoman, gives her mother a coin
for the privilege of deflowering
the older woman's 13-year-old
granddaughter.
And there are anti-black
stereotypes enough to fill a Ku
Kluxer's klaxon, including one

old and weary enough to slip
right by today's audience, which
is less expert at these things than
its American ancestors. When a
young white slaveowner sows his
wild oats in a capricious slavegirl, the offspring is a hunchback. Such deformities were predicted by the old slavocracies as
the natural wage of such an
unnatural act. (Educated opinion held that the children of
blacks and whites, being< products of two separate species,
could not themselves reproduce,
as mules, the products of horses
and donkeys, could not: hence,
mulattoes.)
The decision to postpone
brought counter-protests from
David Gerber, the show's producer, J.P. Miller, its scriptwriter, and the Caucus of Producers, Writers and Directors of
the Directors Guild of America.
From this quarter came a charge
of "prior censorship," to which
the anti-Beulah Land coalition
responded: "At what point do
you attempt to stop a gunman?
After he shoots you or when you
see him point the gun?"
Then, on August 26, NBC
screened the videotape of the
show for the coalition and its
guests. The group deliberated
immediately after the screening
and came to its conclusion: "We
continue to oppose any program
that is racially exploitative and
degrading in the name of entertainment." So a stalemate was
reached. The coalition renewed
its demand that NBC cancel the
show and urged its friends to demand that local affiliates reject
it. Meanwhile, NBC went on
with its plans to air the show
Oct. 7, for one of the following
reasons: to protect its $10 million investment; to fill its schedule, hard hit by the actors' strike;
to confirm that it has done

CULTURE SHOCK
Irs AN ILL
WIND...
Defense Secretary
Harold Brown
sees unemployment statistics as
a gift to recruiters, and further
has called on
Pentagon officials
to make sure "no
one leaves active
duty without
knowing full well
the current state
of the overall job
market."
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TIT FOR TAT
The largest foreign
investor in the U.S.
reports the (newly

renovated) Real
Paper, is the South
African AngloAmerican Corporation.

